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Hybrid is presented as “the best of both worlds” but unless executed 

expertly, can often be the opposite. Not least as a result of overworked staff, 

extreme pressures, and the split of resources. 31.3% of Event Professionals 

noted “The transition to hybrid” as the most challenging aspect of their role.

Since the beginning of the pandemic, there has been huge pressure on 

event organizers and managers to prove that their virtual events bring 

results. With the rise of hybrid, these pressures have quite literally doubled. 

Have Hybrid Events had Their Day in the Sun? 

While a significant number of respondents plan to hold virtual events, they 

are the least popular option for the short-term future. This is a result likely 

stemming from an overexposure to the format and so-called “Zoom Fatigue”.  

Where Does that Leave Virtual Events? 

While outlooks may be sunnier than this time last year, the ongoing COVID-19 

pandemic ensures that event insecurity is not going anywhere anytime fast. 

Rather than giving up on the format, it would be wise to interpret the 

opportunities revealed by these results for more dynamic, engaging, and 

content-focused virtual events. 

Bianca, PCO, Germany


Hybrid events will only be used in exceptional cases, as they result in 

double costs and effort.

Marcel, Communications Manager, Germany

Christian, Event Manager, Germany


While the trending impulse is toward hybrid, there is a growing 

realization that a two-track operation will become expensive and 

difficult to control. In the long run, there will only be live or virtual. 

Whether or not hybrid events’ best years are behind them is yet to be seen. 

In terms of content, linking live events with digital/virtual 

participants will be a major challenge to align perfectly.

Tristan, Senior Event Manager, UK


COVID has changed the way that we approach almost everything in 

our industry, and we need to be grateful for the lessons that we've 

learned surrounding virtual events.

The learning curve to virtual has been steep and instant. Demands 

on personal time to stay on top of constant changes are mentally 

crushing.

Heather, Event Manager, Canada


Let's stop using the regular Zoom for "virtual events". They are only 

glorified, overcrowded meetings. 

Elisa, CEO, Portugal
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Let’s Talk About 

For marketers,  what counts as community? 

I think community means a lot of different things to people. Community 


can be company communities for your prospects and customers. It can be 

sponsored communities to drive champions and awareness within target 

accounts. It can be your community and tribe that you build via social that 

ultimately leads to driving awareness and revenue. You need to figure out 

your “why.” What are you looking to achieve out of the word community? 

Are we better equipped for community building in 

2022 than in 2021? 

Also, I think you are going to start to see even more B2B companies hire 

community managers internally.  

H o w  h a s  c o m m u n i t y h e l p e d  m a r k e t e r s  ov e r c o m e  t h e  

tribulations of the pandemic? 

No one likes to be alone. The pandemic brought so many people into commu- 

nities who never had them before. Communities have given people like me a 

sense of feeling and belonging. A place where you can ask ques-tions, not be 

judged, and level up your career to a whole new place. It’s accelerated growth 

for a lot of people too; helped them find mentors, new jobs, and just continued 

to network.  


Nick Bennett,  Director 


o f  F i e l d ,  C o m m u n i t y,   

& Partner Marketing 


at Alyce 

Nick is  speaking at The Happy Event Planner on 

03.03.2022.    

want to hear more on community marketing? 

“Community”

We are. I think the pandemic really accelerated community growth in 2020 

and then you saw it take off even more in 2021. I think in 2022, it will be much 

more focused on niche communities and really elevating people and their 

careers vs just another massive community to get people into Slack. You 


will see way more tools and resources being developed for communities. 

If you don’t have a community and can’t find one, it’s time to build one. More 

voices are better than few. 

The Happy Event Planner: 

Powered by

Events in the Metaverse:

07.04.2022 16:30 CET / 10:30 EST

The Happy Event Planner 

Hype or Reality

FREE Sign-up
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Focus Point:  Engagement   

For 52.3% of English-speaking respondents, engagement rate was the most 

valuable KPI. But beyond the event marketing buzzword of the decade, what 

does engagement really mean and how is it meaningfully facilitated? 

Understanding  requires a high degree of empathy with the 

attendee perspective – their objectives, cares, attention span, and doubts. 

As a thought experiment, imagine you are the guest. What would make you feel 

engaged? You would want to feel like you belong there; that you are not only 

receiving added value but that your own input is valued; and at risk of sounding 

like a stuck record, you would want to feel part of the community. 

engagement

Eye-catching (virtual) stages and streamlined processes are a good start, but 

engagement should be stimulated before, during, and after an event. Deploy 

surveys, competitions, savvy social media usage, emotive video highlights, 

gamification, live polls, dedicated apps, and active participation. Throughout, 

attendees should be treated as people, not customers. 

In 2022, going only with the obligatory  is clearly 

not enough. Event professionals must foster a shift in attendee outlook from 

“a fun day and a free lunch” to one of involvement and contribution. And for 

virtual events, where attendees likely suffer from “Zoom fatigue” and do 

not even get their free lunch, creatively encouraging engagement is 

more important, not less. 

“thanks for coming” email

Events in the Metaverse:

07.04.2022 16:30 CET / 10:30 EST

The Happy Event Planner 

Hype or Reality

Sign up noW

Get a (first?) glimpse of the Metaverse and be there when 
Danny Stefanic, Metaverse-mastermind and CEO of MootUp, 
and Steffen Ronft, event psychologist, take a deeper look into 
the possibilities the Metaverse has to offer for virtual events.

Sign up for the first episode of The Happy Event Planner. 
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Why is engagement at virtual events important?   

For us at Wonder, engagement isn’t just an important part of virtual events - 

it’s the most essential part. We as event hosts need to ask ourselves what’s 

going to get people to attend and stay. There are so many options to consume 

all types of great content online, so why would someone join an event that 

commits them to a specific time and place? The simple answer: the main 

reason people join virtual events is in order to engage! They want to play an 

active role in shaping their experience and leaving the event energized, with 

new ideas, lasting connections and great conversations. 

What influence does smart engagement have on the 

event ROI?   

How CAN engagement AT VIRTUAL eventS WORK?

When thinking about the ROI of an event you have to ask yourself: “What is the 

goal of this event? What do I want to get out of the event?” Generally 

speaking, successful events are based on happy attendees. 

And happy attendees are people who experience that feeling of excitement 

and buzzing energy, where everyone leaves inspired to do it all over again. 

We at Wonder believe in the principles of space and freedom - giving people 

the space to meet spontaneously, chat and interact with one another, while 

having the freedom to break out of the box through movement and interaction, 

and choosing who to talk to and for how long. 

Engagement can be asking questions or sharing hypotheses during 

presentations, approaching and interacting with speakers during and after a 

keynote, discussing with like-minded people and attendees from the 

audience, and making new meaningful connections within your community. 

Adding breaks in between sessions, as well as bringing speakers and 

attendees together in one “room” will work wonders (pun intended). With 

these easy steps, you’ll make sure your attendees actively interact with each 

other (instead of passively consuming content), experience moments of 

spontaneity and serendipity, and create human connection. 

Valentin Bachmann,  


Director of Business 


Development at Wonder

This positive feeling is what you can achieve by making sure your event 

attendees play an active role in the event, by engaging them. And this will 

ultimately affect your sales numbers during the event, how your sponsors 

experience the event, how people view your brand and whether they’ll show 

up again next time. 

“Engagement”
Let’s Talk About 
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The pandemic has shifted expectations for event professionals. Focused 

business goals are now attached to events, extending the event manager’s 

responsibilities far beyond attendee value and a smooth experience. They 

must now prove results for the entire value chain. 

A Glimpse Into the Future  

It's been a very tough couple of years, and I hope for the future that 

all those who thought they would like to enter the industry will not 

lose that desire.  The industry will always need new, fresh ideas.

Andrea, Conference & Meeting Planer, Canada
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